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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
This report supplement summarizes the results of two special investigations
made by Massa_husetts Institute of Technology, Francis Bitter National Laboratory
(FBNML) as a part of the overall conceptual design study of the MHD/ETF for which
• NASA LeRC has management responsibility. The two investigations, included in
FBT,, ,M's Phase II effort by letter agreement 9 under NASA LeRC Grant NAG-3-100,
are the
..
4
 Tesla Magnet Alternate Design Stud 4 (Task 1 of reference letter),
'	 and the 6 Tesla Magnet Manufacturability Stuff (Task 2 of reference letter).
These investigations supplement the 6 T magnet system conceptual design work
performed by FBNML and reported in Section SDD503 of the ETF Conceptual Design
Engineering Report (CDER).1
2.0	 4 TESLA MAGNET ALTERNATE DESIGN
A 4 tesla superconducting magnet system conceptual design was prepared by FBNML
for NASA LeRC's use in their investigation of an alternate (supersonic) power
train fo: the ETF.
Design work was in_tiated in August, 1981, upon receipt of requirements from
NASA LeRC. Specified were a peak field of 4 tesla with a field profile shape,
active length, and warm bore dimensions the same as those of the 6T magnet Aas';n
prenar2d by FBNML for NASA :,eRC and described in the ETF Conceptual Design En-
gineering Report (CDER), System Design Description SDD503. (rhe 6 T magnet is
intended for use in a subsonic power train.)
The 4 T magnet system design, described below, derived by scaling; techniques from
the 6 T magnet design, is intended to establish approximate system characteristics
only, and is not optimized. Should NASA LeRC investigations and/or other studies
show the alternate (supersonic) power train to be sufficiently attractive to
warrant further examination, the 4 T magnet system design should be investigated
in greater depth.
2.1
	
DESIGN SUMMARY
The major .-haracteristics and estimated cost of the 4 T magnet system design
compared to ;.he original 6 T design are listed in Table 2.1
TABLE 2.1
Major Characteristics and Estimated Costs
4 T and 6 T Magnet Systems
4 T Design	 6 T Design
	
(Scaled)	 (SDD503)
Peak on-axis field	 4 T	 6 T
Active Length
	
12.1 m	 12.1 m
	
(39' 0 ")	 (39' 8")
-1-
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TABLE 2.1 (continued)
4 T Design
(Scaled)
Field at start of active length 2.67 T
Field at end of active length 2.33 T
Aperture* at start of active len. 55" x 11
Aperture* at end of active length 81" < 106"
Magnet overall length 54' 4"
Magnet outside diameter 26' 0"
Magnet weight 1.25 x 106 lbs
Magnet system estimated cost** $47 x 106
6 T Design
(SDD503)
4 T
3.5 T
55" x 71"
	 I
81" x 106"
54' 4"
27' 6"
2 x 106 lbs
$58 x 106
* aperture dimensions are inside water-cooled warm bore liner
** cost estimates are based on conceptual design as it existed prior
to the manufacturability study described in Section 3.0 of this report
Outline dimensions of the 4 T magnet are shown in Fig. 2.1, the field profile is
shown in Fig. 2.2 and fringe magnetic field zone boundaries (personnel exclusion
zones) are shown in Fig. 2.3.
The design characteristics of the magnet system are listed in Table 2.2 and the
utility requirements in Table 2.3.
2.2
	
DESIGN DESCRIPTION
Consistent with requirements given by NASA LeRC, the 4 T magnet retains the same
warm bore aperture dimensions, the same shape of field profile and the same overall
length as the 6 T magnet from which it has been scaled.
Also, it retains the same type of winding (600 rectangular saddle), the same type
of conductor (circular cable), substantially the same design current (ti 25,000 A)
and similar designs of substructure, superstructure and cryostat.
In scaling down to the 4 T field strength, ampere-turns and structural require-
ments are substantially reduced, so the magnet becomes smaller in diameter,
lighter in weight and less expensive, both in material, fabrication and assembly
cost.
In the following paragraphs, the design of conponents is described and scaling
of the components of the magnet and of the accessory systems is discussed.
-2-
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TABLE 2.2 Sheet 1 of 2
4 T MAGNET SYSTEM
MAGNET DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Magnetic Field:
Peak on-axis field 4 T	 r
Active field length 12.1	 m	 (39'	 8")
Field at start of active length, B IN 2.67 T
Field at end of active length, B EX 2.33 T
Peak field in winding 5.3	 T
Dimensions:
Aperture, warm bore inlet* 55" x 71"
Aperture, start of active length* 55" x 71"
Aperture, end of active length* 81" x 106"
Aperture, warm bore exit* 85"	 x	 111"
Length of warm bore 49'	 9"
Distance, bore inlet to start of active length 3'	 6"
Vacuum vessel overall 	 length, including water-
cooled warm bore liner 54'	 4"
Vacuum vessel outside aiameter 26'	 0"
Winding Characteristics:
Design current 25,000 A
Winding current density 1.4 x 10 7 A/m2
LHe to conductor ratio kvolume) 1.1
Ampere turns 18 x 106
Ampere meters 7 x 108
Inductance 4.2 henries
Stored energy 1300 MJ
Winding Dimensions:
Depth (build), winding cross-section 25"
Height, winding cross-section, one quadrant 40.7"
Gap (distance from winding to bore surface 16.7"
inside warm bore liner)
*Inside water-cooled warm bore liner
-6-
TABLE 2.2 Sheet 2 of 2
Conductor:
Type Cable
S.C. material NbTi
Overall diameter 1.0"
Strand diameter 0.046"
Cu/SC in high field regions 12
Total length conductor 93,000'
Weights:
Conductor	 149,000 lbs.
Insulation	 (included in substruc^ure)
Substructure	 132,000 lbs.
Superstructure and coil containment 	 560,000 lbs.
vessels
Total cold mass	 841,000 lbs.
Thermal radiation shield, cold mass supports, etc. 	 60,000 lbs.
Vacuum vessel and mounting feet 	 329,000 lbs.
Miscellaneous	 20,000 lbs.
Total MagnfA Weight 	 1,250,000 lbs.
Cryogenic Data:
Operating temperature at winding
	
4.5 K
Heat leak to LHe region
	
170 watts
Liquid helium for lead cooling
	
75 s/hr.
-7-
TABLE 2.3
4 T MAGNET SYSTEM
UTILITY REQUIREMENTS
.- I
Electric Power (60 Hz)
Power supply, - Maximum charging 4160 V 1250 KW 3^
- Steady state of operation 4160 V 300 KW 4
Refrigerator/liquefier 220 V 10 KW lm
Refrigerator compressors 440 V 500 KW* 30
Utility vacuum pump 220 V 15 KW 30
Diffusion pumps, main vacuum (2) 440 V 24 KW 30
Fore pumps, main vacuum (2) 440 V 20 KW 30
Warm-up heat exchanger 440 V TBD 3m
Hydraulic pump package 440 V 20 KW 30
Coolinv Water (80° F max., 50 psig except 100 psig_ for warm bore liner)
Power supply (rFctifiers; diodes) 35 GPM
Discharge resistors 50 GPM
Refrigerator compressors 150 GPM
Refrigerator/liquefier 3 GPM
Diffusion pumps, m4in vacuum (2) 5 GPM
Fore pumps, main vacuum (2) 5 GPM
Warm bore liner	 -	 Steady-state 40 GPM
-	 Emergency 200 GPM
Water-cooled power bus 30 GPM
Liquid Nitrogen (30 psig)
Cool-down heat exchanger (during cool-down only) 	 TBD
Refrigerator pre-cooling (steady state) 	 150 j/hr.**
Magnet radiation shield, transfer lines, etc.(steady-state) 	 60 P/hr.**
,
Compressed Air (90 psig)
Refrigerator and vacuum system controls
	
25 SCFM
* Nominal ru miing power with power factor = 0.9. Starting requires 3 x
running power.
**	 The refrigerator, thermal shield and transfer line LN2 requirements
totaling 210A/hr (steady state) will be supplied from facility air
separation unit.
-8-
	2.2.1
	
WI -..dings and Ss^bstructure
The windings for the 4 T magnet are similar in configuration and 94bstantially
the same in overall length and width of straight section as those of the 6 T
design. The depth (bull.) of the winding bundles is reduced to about 2/3, so
that the design field of 4 T is produced with about the same overall current
density in the windings ss that cf the 6 T design. The reduced depth results
in . reduction in the outside envelope dimensions of the winding end turns.
The windings of the 4 T magnet are more conrarvative than those of the 6 T
design, because more copper is provided relative to the current carried, and the
magnetoresistance of the copper is lower because of the lower field in the winding.
The cryostatic stability margin is greater than in the 6 T design.
The cable conductor is supported in a substructure of molded glass-reinforced
plastic similar in design to that of the 6 T magnet.
The dimensions of the winding envelope for the 4 T magnet are shown in Fig. 2.4.
	
2.2.2	 Conductor
The conductor is similar in material, configuration and design current to that
of the 6 T magnet , i.e, NbTi /copper cable 1 inch in diameter with 259 strands,
part of which are NbTi /copper composite wires (monoliths) and part if which are
copper wires. The conductor is in two grades, as in the 6 T magnet, to
reduce the total amount of NbTi required.
The maximum field to which the conductor is exposed in the 4 T magnet is lower,
and therefore there are fewer strands of composite wire in the conductor and
more of copper wire than in the corresponding conductor for the 6 T magnet.
Approxim..te conductor characteristics are listed in Table,2.4.
TABLE 2.4
4 T Magnet Conductor (Cable) Characteristics
Grade A Grade B
Design current (A) 25,000 25,000
Magnetic field (T) 5.3 3.5
NbTi current density (A/ 2 2) 11.6 x 104 16.2 x 1^4
Total number of strands 259 259
Copper strands 79 115
Composite strands 180 144
Strand diameter (in) 0.046 0.046
-9-
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Figure 2.4
4 T Magnet Winding Envelope
TABLE 2.4 (continued)
Grade A
	
Grade B
Cu/Sc ratios
Composite strands
	
8
Overall cable
	
12
Finished length required (£t.)	 42,500
Weight/length, average (lbs;l_t)
	 1.07
8
15
50,500
1.07
To provide a conservative performance margin, the conductor design current is
set at 85% of the specified maximum current capability (critical current) for
the cable at the operating temperature of 4.5 K, the same as in the 6 T design.
	
2.2.3
	 Winding Containment VesseIL
The two winding halves are enclosed in winding containment vessels of the same
design and material as those of the 6 T magnet. The wall thickness of the con-
tainment vessels is reduced to 1& inches in the straight section and 2 inches
in the end-turn regions(compared to 2 inches and 3 inches, respectively, in the
6 T design). The wall thickness of the vessels is determined in part by their
function in containing a portion of the magnetic forces on the windings. The
reduction in wall thickness is therefore justified because of the reduction of
magnetic forces and pressures (by a factor of roughly 0.45). Reduction of thick-
ness by the full 0.45 factor is not practical, however, because of deflection
considerations.
	
2.2.4	 Main Force Containment Structure
The main force containment structure, consisting of welded stainless steel I-beams,
threaded tie-rods, nuts and spherical washers, is similar to that of the 6 T magnet
except that beam and rod cross-section areas are reduced by a factor of approxi-
mately 0.45, in view of the reduced magnetic forces.
	
2.2.5	 Thermal Rsdi.atien Shield
The thermal shieli, of the same design as the 6 T magnet stiield, is reduced in
outside diameter by about 0.95 because of the slightly smaller outside dimensions
of winding and containment vessels. The overall length of shield and the site of
the bore portion of the shield are the same as for the 6 T magnet.
-11-
	2.2.6	 Low Heat Leak Suvvorts
The supports ;re the same design as for the 6 T magnet but are reduced in cross-
section area roughly in proportion to the cold mass weight reduction (reduction
in weight of winding, containment vessels and main structure).
The smaller cross-section results in a slight reduction in heat leakage into
the cold mass, but since this is a small fraction of total refrigerator load,
it is not considered worthwhile to reduce refrigerator size.
	
2.2.7	 Vacuum Jacket and Warm Bore
The vacuum jacket and warm bore are of the same design as those of the 6 T
magnet. The outside diameter is reduced by about 0.95, consistent with the
more compact winding. Overall length and warm bore size remain identical to
:hose of the 6 T design. The base portion of the vacuum jacket, including
support pads, is slightly lighter in construction due to the lower weight of
the cold mass.
	
2.2.8
	 Water-Cooled Warm Bore Liner
The water-cooled warm bore liner is identical to that of the 6 T magnet.
	
2.2.9	 Vapor Cooled Electrical Leads. internal Instrumentation, etc.
These items also are identical to those of the 6 T magnet.
	
2.2.10	 Roll-Aside System
The roll-aside system is the same design as that of the 6 T magnet but is
lighter in weight because of the lower total weight of the 4 T magnet assembly.
	
2.2.11	 Cryogenic Support Equipment
The equipment is identical to that of the 6 T magnet system except for the
gaseous helium storage tanks and the cooldown and warm up heat exchangers.
The gaseous helium storage tanks of the cryogenic support system, if sized for
the 6 T magnet, would have some excess capacity when used with the 4 T magnet,
because the latter has about 30% lower liquid helium inventory. Therefore,
slightly smaller storage tanks are provided.
The si-e of the cooldown and warmup heat exchangers are reduced by the ratio
of magnet cold mass weights.
-12-
	2.2.12	 Vacuum Pumping Equipment; Protection/Control Equipment and Instrumentation
These items are similar to those of the 6 T magnet system.
	
2.2.13	 Power Supply and Discharge Equipment
This equipment is similar in design to that of the 6 T magnet equipment but is
scaled down by approximately the ratio of the estimated inductances of the magnets
(ratio - 4.15).
9.7
The characteristics of the power supply and discharge system for the 4 T magnet
are listed in Table 2.5.
IL should be noted that the maximum terminal voltage for a three minute emergency
discharge is now a relatively conservative 4.3 kV as compared to 10 kV for the
6 T magnet.
2.3 COST ESTIMATE, 4 T MAGNET SYSTEM
A rough budgetary cost estimate for the 4 T magnet system is presented in
Table 2.6.
-13-
TABLE 2.5
4 T MAGNET SYSTEM
POWER SUPPLY AND DISCHARGE
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Rated current 25,000 A
Rated voltage 45 V
Current regulation 2%
Minimum charge time
0 A to 25,000 A (L = 4.2 henries) 45 min.
Minimum discharge time
25,000 A to 0 A, normal discharge 45 min.
Minimum discharge time, emergency,
25,000 A to 0 A 3 min.
Maximum discharge voltage 4.3 kV
Output power
Maximum charging 1125 kW
Steady state operation 300 kW
14-
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3.0 6 TESLA MAGNET MANUFACTURABILITY STUDY
A manufacturability study and revised cost estimate were made by FBNML for the
6 T superconducting magnet system included in the MHD-ETF 200 MWe Power Plant
described in the Conceptual Design Engineering Report (CDER)1.
The investigation was performed with the participation of Combustion Engineering,
Inc. (CE), subcontractor to FBNML, for the express purpose of improving the
manufacturability of the magnet design and providing a revised schedule and
cost estimate reflecting the expertise of a heavy equipment manufacturer.
The starting point for the investigation was the ETF magnet system conceptual
^?-sign prepared early in 1981 by FBNML and described in System Design Description
S05W, contained in the CDER1.
The major objectives of the investigation were to:
a. Identify improvements in the magnet design from the
manufacturability standpoint.
b. Prepare a manufacturing plan and schedule (including
on-site work) for the magnet assembly, incorporating
the design improvements identified.
c. Prepare a cost estimate for the magnet system, based on
the improved design and the manufacturing plan developed.
The manufacturability study and associated cost estimating work by CE per-
tained only to the magnet assembly itself. The water-cooled warm bore liner,
roll-aside subsystem and other accessory subsystems were not included in CE's
assigned task. In arriving at a revised cost estimate for the overall magnet
system, as discussed below, the revised estimated cost (by CE) for the magnet
system itself was combined with the original estimated costs (by FBNML) for
other components of the system as included in the overall system cost estimate
breakdown 2 of March 13, 1981.
-16-
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The magnet fabrication and assembly costs contained in this report were esti-
mated by CE using FBNML (conceptual) drawings similar to those included in
SDD503 of the CDER 1 , but updated to include improvements for manufacturability.
Costs of material, shop labor, on-site labor, tooling, etc. were itemized for
each component. In this respect, the estimate contained in this report repre-
sents a more thorough and detailed effort than the FBNML estimate contained in
the CDER1 , where costs were scaled from estimated costs obtained by FBNML in
connection with previous investigations of larger (commercial size) magnets.
However, it was not possible, with the limited time and funds provided for the
present study, to prepare detailed manufacturing drawings, to make special cost-
reduction studies, and to make fully detailed estimates. Any future program to
advance MHD toward commercial status should therefore include further effort in
magnet engineering and costing. This work should extend the existing conceptual
designs into the next level of design complexity to allow the manufacturing and
assembly aspects of construction to be considered in more detail with subsequent
upgrade of cost estimates.
3.1	 SUMMARY
During the initial phase of this preliminary manufacturability study, the
original magnet conceptual design presented in SDD503 was reviewed and re-
visions were made to simplify its fabrication. These revisions are discussed
in Section 3.3.3 of this report and drawings incorporating the revisions are
contained in Attachment B. A manufacturing plan, schedule, and cost estimate
were then prepared by CE, based on the revised design. The CE report on their
work is included as Attachment A to this report.
To minimize overall costs, the manufacturing plan is based c-i maximizing the
work dcne in the shop (manufacturer's plant), within the economic constraints
of delivery of the components to the plant site (assumed to be Montana).
The two halves of the saddle magnet winding, each in its own helium vessel, will
be completed in the shop, including vacuum-testing of the vessels. The halves,
each weighing about 225 tons, will be shipped separately to the plant site where
they will be joined in a special assembly fixture. Superstructure and cryostat
parts will be shop fabricrL:ed and delivered in modular form for final assembly
at the site.
The revised schedule, made by combining FBNML's original estimated schedule2
for conductor and substructure procurement with the schedule developed by CE
for fabrication and assembly of all other major parts, shows installation of the
magnet on-site completed 37 months after start of contract. Allowing 6 months
additional for magnet evacuation, cool-down and shake-down test (the same as in
the original FBNML schedule), the total time is 43 months. This is an improvement
on the original schedule 2 prepared by FBNML in March, 1981, which showed a total
time of 45 months. Schedules are discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.
-17-
The magnet cost estimate made as a part of the manufacturing study (based on work
by CE) showed the installed cost of the magnet, including on-site tools and
fixtures, but not including design and analysis, special on-site costs and con-
tingency, was $22,669,000, compared to $28,472,000 based on the FBNML estimate2
of March, 1981.
The complete updated magnet system estimated cost, made by combining the revised
magnet estimated cost with the original FBNML estimated cost for the balance of
the system (roll-aside track and actuator subsystem, other support subsystems,
shake-down test) and including design and analysis costs, special on-site costs
and contingencies, amounts to $49,400,000. compared to the figure of $57,666,000
estimated in March, 1981. The revised cost estimate is discussed in more detail
in Section 3.5.
3.2	 CONCLUSIONS
a. The magnet design utilizes construction and assembly techniques that
are suitable for the larger magnets required for commercial size
(500 to 1000 MWe) MRD/steam power plants.
b. The design concept avoids the necessity for large precision machine
tools. The machining operations can be performed either on subcom-
ponents or with portable tooling.
C. Design tolerances permit the use of as-welded structures with only a
minor amount of grinding or surface preparation anticipated.
d. The design and the manufacturing plan minimize on-site fabrication
and assembly labor.
e. The CE estimated cost of the installed magnet assembly is substantially
lower than the earlier FBNML estimate contained in the CDER. 1 The re-
duction may be attributed in part to design improvements for manu-
facturability and to more detailed estimating procedure. However,
since drawings supplied to CE were not complete in all details and
since experience has shown that manufacturing cost estimates vary
substantially with source, the CE estimate should not be regarded as
superseding earlier estimates, but rather should be considered together
with earlier estimates in determining the probable range in which the
magnet cost for the ETF will lie. (See Section 3.5)
3.3	 DISCUSSION
3.3.1	 Evolution of the ETF Magnet Conceptual Design
The basis for the conceptual design of the ETF superconducting magnet which is
the subject of this study was the conceptual design of a larger (.;oomercial size)
-18-
MHD magnet referred to as the "CSM" design, started by FBNML in 1979, and origi-
nally conceived as a scale-up of the CDIF superconducting magnet 3 design. The
work on the CSM design was a part of FBMM's overall MHD magnet technology de-
velopment prcgram, which included the preparation and evaluation of several
reference (conceptual) design commercial -size MHD magnets. Although evaluations
are not yet complete, the CSM design appears to be the most suitable for early
commercial scale and ETF size magnets.
The original CSM design concept incorporated a rectangular saddle coil con-
figuration and pancake-type windings in which individual conductors were
supported in grooves in an insulating substructure. The conductor was thus
kept free of accumulated magnetic loads, and the potential magnitude of mechanical
disturbances at conductor surfaces was minimized. The conductor was bath-cooled
and large passages were provided in the substructure to accommodate the liquid
helium coolant. The superstructure and helium vessels were of stainless
steel. All these features were common with the CDIF magnet design and were
believed to contribute both to the reliable operation and ease of manufacture.
(These features were ultimately retained in the ETF magnet design.)
As the CSM design progressed, it departed from the CDIF in several respects be-
cause of the difference in scale. These departures included the following:
a. Circular cable-type conductor was used in place of the
rectangular built-up conductor (copper bar type) employed
in the CDIF.magnet.
b. The substructure was made up of a large number of small
molded glass-reinforced pieces instead of the continuous
G-10 plates with machined grooves as used in the CDIF magnet.
C. The helium containment vessel was closely fitted around the
windings, with superstructure located outside the vessel in
the vacuum space. This contrasted with the CDIF magnetdesign in
which the superstructure was fitted directly on the windings
and helium vessel outer walls surrounded the superstructure.
All three CSM features listed above were introduced mainly to facilitate manu-
facturing and to reduce costs.
Drawings were made of the CSM winding, containment vessel, superstructure and
general assembly. They show the two halves of the winding enclosed in a
single containment vessel, and an all-welded superstructure closely integrated
with the containment vessel (in an effort to reduce amount of material). With
this design, it was assumed that the coil container would be fabricated in part
on-site, the coils would be wound into the container on-site, and a substantial
amount of on-site welding would be required to close the vessel and complete the
superstructure.
The design vas reviewed for manufacturability with engineers and manufacturing
representatives of Pittsburgh Doe Moines Steel Co. As a result, it was decided
to Chang* the design (for improved manufacturability) such that a major portion
of the superstructure was in the form of I-beams and threaded tie rods, which
could be shop-manufactured and than assembled around the containment vessel
with minimum on-site labor, thereby reducing cost.
The ETF magnet design, as described in the CD9R 1 (SDD503), is a scaled-down
version of this CSM design. Subsequent rev bions are described in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.2	 Alternative Concepts
Alternative design concepts which may be considered for the ETF magnet include
the a--,are bore cuncepe Odeveloped by Magnetic Corporation of America in 1977,
the circular-bore "Cask" concept4 developed by General Dynamics under FBNML
sponsorship, the circular-bore, cylindrical-layer concept represented by the
CFFF magnet s built at Argonne National Laboratory, the 1978 Avco Everett kesearch
Laboratory ETF design6 , and the roll-apart concept 7 proposed by Avco Everett
Research Laboratory in 1981.
The evaluation of these concepts, together with the CSM concept znd others de-
veloped at FBNML, is a continuing activity and has not yet reached the point
where any one design can be finally identified as most suitable.
A preliminary study of magnet/power-train interfacing, 8
 carried out by FBNML early
in 1981, with assistance from Avco and MEPPSCO, indicated that the rectangular
bore is quite suitable for channel installation and generally permits better
utilization of the high magnetic field volume produced by the magnet coils than
does the circular bore. However, the detailed characteristics of applications
and power train designs will, of course, influence final selection of bore shape
in particular cases.
In choosing the rectangular bore and rectangular saddle coil concept (non-roll-
apart) for presentation in the CDER 1 , FBNML was influenced by the following
factors:
a. The rectangular bore, rectangular saddle coil concept appear£
to be generally superior from the standpoint of magnetic volume
utilization.
b. In our opinion, the rectangular saddle coil concept as repre-
sented by the ETF magnet design described herein is easy to manu-
facture and is favorable from a cost standpoint, as compared to
other designs considered to date.
C4	 We expect that designs without substructure will present problems
relative to the accumulation of local em loads and transmission
of them to the superstructure, when scaled to commercial size;
therefore, a substructure is considered essential.
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d. The roll-apart concept has not been tried in a superconducting
magnet and has not yet been investigated in depth. It is
thereforq considered too developmental for the ETF.
3.3.3	 Revisions to ETF Magnet Design to Improve Manufacturability
During the review of the ETF magnet design by CE, starting early in 1981, re-
visions were made to upgrade the design and further facilitate manufacturing.
These changes included the following:
a. The winding containment vessel was divided into two separate
vessels, one for each winding half. Because of thin change,windings
can now be installed in the shop for cost saving. (The revised
design provides that the two vessel-, with windings installed,
will be shipped separately from shop to site, where they will
be joined and liquid helium cross-connections, vent stack, etc.
added. Shipping both halves together as a unit would be
impractical because of the very large overall dimensions).
b. Lifting lugs were added to large components to facilitate
assembly.
C. Main support struts were canted co provide for a wider support
base.
d. Winding pattern was revised so that fewer special substructure
pieces are required.
e. Winding exit-end substructure crossovers and corresponding
container parts were enlarged to provide adequate room for
power-leads.
f. Exit-end stack was eliminated, to reduce cost.
g. Inlet-end stack and liquid helium reservoir were enlarged
to provide larger helium reserve and facilitate assembly.
h. Greater clearance was provided between vacuum jacket outer
shell and cold parts to facilitate assembly. (Jacket diameter
increased).
i. Vacuum jacket heads were changed to flat plates instead of plates
with curved (radiured) outer edges, to reduce cost.
J.	 Vacuum jacket side covers were eliminated to reduct cost. (The
revised design provides for entire top half of jacket shell to
be a separate module, removable by grinding welds.)
-21-
3.3.4	 Drawings
A set of 15 drawings, included as Attachment B in this report, show the ETF
6 T magnet components as revised during this study.
Because of limited time and funding available, it was not possible to prepare
revised general assembly drawings, outline drawings, etc.
The overall diameter of the magnet, as revised, is 30' (compared to 27' 6"
originally). The overall length remains unchanged.
3.4
	 REVISED SCHEDULE, 6 T MAGNET SYSTEM
The critical path schedule for magnet system manufacture and installation,
based on the CE estimate of time regvired for magnet major parts fabrication,
is shown in Fig. 3.1. The total time through shake-down test is 43 months,
which is shorter by 2 months than the estimated schedule 2
 prepared by FBNML
in March, 1981.
It should be noted that the L'E schedule contained in their Manufacturability
Report,AttachmentA, allows an extra 3 month period at the start for design
(manufacturing drawings) of the conductor and substructure, which was not in-
cluded in the FBNML schedule of March, 1981. With this extra time included,
the total critical path time amounts to 45 months (the same as in the original
FBNML schedule 2) and there is a waiting period of 2 months in the coi- container
schedule. It is reasonable to assume that a major part of conductor and sub-
st-ucture manufacturing drawing work can be done during the design and analysis
phase of the project. Based on this assumption, 2 months can be deducted from
the overall schedule and the total time shortened to 43 months, as shown on the
revised schedule, Figure 3.1.
3.5	 REVISED COST ESTIMATE, 6 T MAGNET SYSTEM
The revised cost estimate for the magnet system, incorporating the new CE
estimate for magnet fabrication and assembly but retaining substantially the
same estimates for other elements of the system (accessories, roll-aside
equipment, etc.) as appeared in the original FBNML estimate 2 , is presented
in Table 3.1, Summary Cost Estimate and Table 3.2, Cost Estimate Breakdown.
It should be noted that the CE estimate for the magnet used the same costs
of conductor, substructure and internal instrumentation as used in the
original FBNML estimate 2.- Costs of coil containers, structure, cryostat,
assembly, etc. were new estimates made directly by CE using FBNML revised
drawings.
The CE estimates showed reductions in (shop) manufacturing cost of about 500 k$,
in on-site tooling of about 1500 k$ and in on-site installation of about 3500 k$
(not including design and analysis, special on-site costs and contingency).
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tho oArlior ootimatoo = worn "do lari;ol y by *cAling from hudKotary osttmatos
of larjor "11not costs and may have boon overly co►,sorvativo. Howovor, sinco
drawings suppliod to OR by TltNM wore not comploto in all dotails and *into
it is known that ostiwAtas mado by difforont manufActurors tond to vary con-
Aidorably, rho dstimatos discuosod in this sport should ho considorod
preliminary And subject to furthor revision when moro dotAilod dosign And
ostimatinji is Accompliahod. It is our rocomondAtion that until morn compro-
honoivo oatimatos Aro mado, the FTF m4gnoi svxcom htttip,dtdry 4ost ha takon As
in rho ranKo from W x WO to W x 100 fmodian $NN x 1011.
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Tho osttmatod weight of rho marmot asxomhl y hasod on rho u04104 design And
more dotailod ostimatinit procoduro used ,a this Atudv 10 About :.100.000 lbs..
As .oml-trod to _.M)0,000 tho. listod to .10001. A pArt of the incroaso results
from rodosiyn or rho vAeuum vosr ►ol haso to provido mars consorvativo stiffnoss
And structurAl stronath. Tho hdlAnca or the incroASo is Attrthut0lo to A wro
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Manufacturability Report
MHD-ETF 200 MWe Power Plant Magnet System
Conceptual Design
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The manufacturability of the magnet and vacuum vessel of the MHD-
ETF 200 MWe Power Plant Magnet System has been investigated by Combustion
Engineering, Inc. The magnet concept was designed by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory (MIT-
FBNML).
The magnet assembly included in this report consists of two
saddle coils in their helium vessels, the thermal shields surrounding the
superconducting coils, and the vacuum vessel in which the magnets are
located.	 MIT-FBNt4L retained responsibility for estimating the design and
analysis,	 the	 substructure,	 conductor,	 instrumentation,	 structural
supports, the supporting cryogenic systems, and the system for moving the
magnet asse,^,oly to one side for maintenance.
	
The warm bore liner, elec-
trodes, etc., are not included. The components are as described in the
Preliminary System Design Description, SDD-503, Magnet System for
Magnetonydrodynamics Engineering Test Facility Conceptual Design-200 MWe
Power Plant.
Tne magnet system design accommodates construction and assembly
techniques tnat are suitable to the larger magnet systems required for a
ccmmercial size (1000 MWe) MHD/steam power plant. (The ETF size permits
completion of the magnet halves in the shop with barge and truck delivery
to Butte, feiontana.)	 The design concept avoids the necessity for large
precision macnine tools. The machining operations can be performed either
on suocomponents, or with portable tooling.	 The design tolerances permit
tre using of as-welded structures with only a minor amount of grinding an-
ticipated.
R
The general manufacturing plan is based on maximizing the work
done in the shop within the economic constraints of delivery of the
componer s to Butte, Montana. The two saddle magnet coils will be
completed in the shop, including vacuum testing of the helium vessels with
temporary closures.	 The superstructure parts (beams and tie rods) will
be completed and delivered to the site for assembly. The thermal shields	 4
and vacuum vessel will be shop fabricated and delivered	 for	 final
	
1
assembly at the site. The detailed description of the elements of this
plan follow.
1.1
	
tateria1s
The materials selected by MIT-FBNML are 316LI! stainless steels
for the cold mass structures Type 6061 alurrinum alloy for the thermal
shields and 304L stainless steel for the vacuum vessel. 	 The surfaces of
materials are not polished for vacuum service. 	 Grain size determination
and Charpy impact testing have not been required. 	 Fracture toughness
testing of the 316LN material is required in certain critical areas to be
defined later.	 (The mill has declined to quote on performing testing at
4.2K.) Physical properties are not required at 4.2K, but will be
determined to enable selection of best materials for critical areas of
design. The plates are to be ultrasonically tested. Fased on the above
requirements the type 316LN plate was quoted at $ 2.50 per pound, the type
304L plate at $1.77, and aluminuro 6061 alloy at $1.77 per pound. 	 The
cost of testing at 4.2K has not been included in these quotations.
1.2	 Mlacnet Coil Cases (Helium Vessels)
7)e magnets are encased in Type 316LN stainless steel structures
that also serve as liquid helium vessels. The two magnet cases are made
as left- and right-hand parts to accommodate the helium piping upon
assembly. The two cases can be fabricated in parallel operations, but
snipping considerations and field assembly place both halves on the
critical path. Shop fabrication is based on the following subcomponents.
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2 - Outlet Crossover Subassemblies
2 - Inlet Crossover Subassemblies
4 - Base Plate Subassemblies
2 - Inner Side Plate Subassemblies
2 - Outer Side Plate Subassemblies
2 - Sets of Cover Plates
CROSSOVER SUBASSEMBLIES
b.
The four crossover subassemblies are on the critical path, with
the larger (outlet ends) units requiring the greater effort. The
crossover subassemblies support the conductor and substructure as it
passes around the gas flow ducts. The forces are large, requiring short
spans between supporting gussets.	 The three-inch thick base plate is
extenued beyond the conductor box to permit attachment of supports
incorporated into the superstructure. The resulting dimensions (151" x
253" and 136" x 230") exceed the dimensions of plate obtainable from the
mill, requiring two pieces for each base plate. Before the two pieces are
,;olned by butt welding, they are formed to a 60 degree templet and the
excess material removed by burning. 	 The support pieces and gussets are
also cut to dimensions and two pieces are formed to follow the outer edge
of the crossover bends. The four crossovers require 222,600 pounds of
material to be oroered, with 135,670 pounds in the completed parts. There
arr 184 feet of 2-inch welds and 35 feet of 3-inch welds, requiring over
1370 pounos of weld wire.
A-3
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BASEPLATE SUBASSEMBLIES
The baseplate subassemblies space the crossovers at the proper
distance.	 These four simple subassemblies require 68,300 pounds of type
316LN stainless steel to be ordered. 	 Due to the tapered supports, only
48,375 pounds remain in the finished parts. The tapered support welded to
tno base plate do not require full penetration welds.
	 The 576 feet of
welds require only 512 pounds of weld wire. 	 These subassemblies are
joined between inlet and outlet crossover subassemblies using full
penetration welds.	 This assembly operation establishes the overall
dimensions and alignment of each magnet half.
SIDEPLATE SUBASSEMBLIES
The inner and outer sideplate assemblies are made from six
pieces.
	
Tne long straight sides are 2" plate.
	 The transition plate and
crossover pieces are 3 plate.
	
	 The side plates accommodate the widening
A-4
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of the magnet halves from the inlet to outlet ends. The material ordered
weighs 254,409 pounds. The finished pieces weigh 235,040 pounds. The
required weld length is 190 feet. The transition plates are machined for
required fit-up, with slots for the cross coil superstructure beams, and
with holes for nelium, electrical leads, and instrumentation access. The
inner assembly has a "filler plate" welded at each end. The filler plate
distributes the end load from the crossover windings into the side
plates. The fit-up and assembly of these parts to the structure forms the
open box into which the substructure and conductor will be placed.
COVER PLATES
Tne preparation of two sets of cover plates is not on the
critical patn, as they are not required until after the winding operations
are complete. Tne cover plates cannot be prewelded, as the configuration
of the crossovers creates an "overhand" for an assembled cover plate. The
cover slate parts are relatively simple, consisting of two long pieces
witn fcrred ends to fit the sixty degree bend at the crossover, and two
fiat alates snaped to the inlet and outlet crossovers, with allowances of
excess material for removal during final fit-up.
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SUBASSEMBLY
During assembly of the side plates to the structure, the
squareness a.ic straigntness of the space for the conductors will be
con.inuoL.s",y verified. The next cri :icdl path operations are the assembly
of subst%_ture and winding of the conductor. A fixture will be mace to
support -.v,o reels of conductor above a half magnet. the conductor box
will oe or_,;arec by cementing ground plane insulation to the base plate
and	 sid_s.	 In this operation, any unevenness of the surfaces will be
ccrrectec cy filling, or grinding of excess material.
WINDING OF CGNTRACTOR
I	 /
i yLL.
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The winding of conductor is preceded by placement of two
perforated tubing loops into the substructure grooves. The stainless
steel tubing is used to distribute helium gases during controlled cooling
and heating of the cold mass from and to room temperature. The
in^roduction of these tubing loops and of the conductor requires the
outlet crossover to be wider and deeper than the inlet crossover and
special pieces of substructure to be used. 	 The conductor lead is fed out
of the channel i:ito the helium "stack" space wnere it is coiled for,
shipment of the magnet to the site. 	 With the tubing loops and conductor
lead in place, the remaining substructure for the first layer of conductor
is installed.	 In tnis first layer, only four turns are placed prior to a
splice between this G,,-ade A cor,ou.tor and the Grade B conductor.	 The
splices used in the magnet are mec-ianical asseliblies compressing the ends
of each grade in a copper olock.
Tne winding of V e twenty ;.urns of Grade B conductor proceeds to
complete the first layer. Tne first layer is completed with the conductor
at the outside of tr.e outlet crossGtier. 	 At tris time the second layer of
substructure is placed and bolted to the first layer pieces.	 In-process
tests are conducted.	 The windin g of the second layer proceeds from the
outside toward the inside of the coil. 	 Wnen seventeen turns of Grade B
conductor are placed, a splice to Grade A conductor is made.	 Succeeding
layer pairs are placed in a similar sequence. 	 The location of the splice
between conductor grades steps toward the outside of the coil, with the
last eight layers being wound with only Grade A conductor. Tne last layer
is wound from the outside to the ,nside of the coil. ;p ,^c ,.al substructure
blocks are added to carry the conductor lead across the top of the
bundle.	 Tne lead e.id is fed tnrougn the bushing in the case and coiled
for storage during shipnvnt to the site. As the conductor is wound into
the substructure, the internal instrumentation is applied as required.
T pie instrLm7ent leads are carries out through bushings and coiled for
shipment.
.-M
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CLOSING COIL CONTAINER	 OF POOR QUALITY
i:hen all layers of conductor and all internal instrumentation
i,ave been ce,;pleted, the ground insulation panels are placed atop the
conductors anc substructu r e.	 Although each layer of substructure is
bolted to the rext lower layer, the entire bundle will be spring loaded to
preload the asserbly when the cover plates are applied. 	 The springs are
placed, and the cover plates fitted. A group of corpression jacks are
used to preload the conductor bundle tnrou gh the cover plates and the
plates ere tack Y,e,ded. Vhen all plates satisfy the requirements, welding
is corpleted, including the butt joints between cover plate pieces.
ht this stage, temporary covers Ore welded into the helium
openings, and the vessel is vacuur tested. Final shop inspection is rude,
and any of the superstructure bears that will net interfe r e with shipment
are added.	 Both coil halves are packaged for shipment and, with other
components, will be shipped by barge to the west coast.
1.3	 ► ;aonet Superstructure
The design of the superstructure consists of bearrs and tie bolts to equil-
ibrate the repulsive magnetic loads, with intercoil beans and ties welded
to the crossovers to transfer those loads into the helium vessel. Due to
ttie expansion of the gas tnrough the magnet, the dimensions of the beams
and tic rocs increase continuously from the inlet to outlet ends. Further-
rore, due to this taper, only one flange on each beam can be square to the
1
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web. The 56 beams are made from 257,500 pounds of type 316LN stainless
steel plate and 57,000 pounds of Type 316LN stainless steel pipe.	 The
56 studs weigh from 3005 pounds to 3350 pounds each, The 112 nut and
washer sets we;gn 175 pounds each. There is 1390 feet of welding required
to make the beams, 980 fcet of which can be machine weldea. The miscel-
laneous superstructure associated with the crossover weighs over 63,150
pounds. Except for the beam across the sixty-degree bend line of the
crossovers, all the superstructure is added when the two halves are joined
at the site.
1.4	 Thermal Shield
The thermal sh;%-;-ld intercepts heat radiated through the space from the
vaCLUm vessel walls toward the liquid helium cooled magnet and structure.
The shield consists of 3/8 incn thicK aluminum sheets with 'liquid nitrogen
filled tubing attached as needed. 	 The sneeting is surrounded on both
sides by airrorea mylar film insulation layers.
Ti: inner tnermal shield is a truncated pyramid that fits between the warm
Dore of the vacuum vessel and the helium vessels of the magnet. It is
made of five snort sections that assemble witn tongue and groove joints.
Each of the sections has cooling tubing attached. The nitrogen distri-
butiun and collection headers are irstalled after assembly in the field.
coch of the sections is attacnid to the warm Dore of •r.ne vacuum vessel
before tnis assembly is inserted into the magnet.	 The mirrored mylar in-
sulation is also positioneo dur°ng the site assembly of the vacu gm vessel,
r-
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The oute r thermal shield consists of 32 quarter rings. These pieces are
joined 5y insulated bolted flanges. The stainless steel nitrogen cooling
lines are not electrically insulated at these joints. The lines are
joined after the cylinder is assembled. The cylinder is 350 inches (29 ft
2 in) in diar.eter and fifty-two and one-half feet long.
The two heads are each made in four pieces again using electrically
insulated flange joints.	 The heads are attached to the outer thermal
shiel6. The assembly is hung from the lower half of the vacuum vessel. A
pair of "V" struts attach the two center rings to the outershell and act
to center the assembly during cool-down and heat-up. The remain i ng
 rings
are simply supported to pe mit differential expansion.
IPIW
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1.5
	
Vacuum Vessel	 OF POOR QUALITY
The vacuum vessel is designed to operate at roor^ temperature and to main-
Lain a vacuum of 10
-a
 torr without the cryogenic temperature components
being in service. The vessel is 383.5 inch diameter over the stiffener
rings and 56 feet long. The vessel consists of truncated trape-
zoidal-shaped "warm bore", with flat plate heads and a ring reinforceu
cylinder. In order to maximize shop fabrication to accommodate the
assembly sequence and to meet material handlin g problems, the vacuum
vessel is made in the following sections:
1	 Laren Fiore 90" x 116" x 660"
Heads -	 9 x 307" subassemblies
1	 -	 146" x 340" subassembly
7 31 " x 279" subassemblies
1	 -	 171" x 340" subassembly
1	 Outlet	 End	 Support Box 120" x 340" x	 155"
1	 Inlet	 End	 Support	 Box 120" x 340" x	 1351'
12	 %ylincrical	 Panels 4 -	 128" x 624" panels
4	 -	 128" x 34V panels
4	 -	 107" x 13"" panels
. 5. 1	 I.z rm Bore
The vlirr, ;tort' 1S d trUtICAted tr,9pe.:oid sonic, S5 feet long with ends of
130" x 145" tapering to 67" x 82".	 The thickness of the warm, bore varies
frocr 3" at outlet to ,. ..t, inlet. Over 1;00,0,700 pounds of material must he
ordered with the finished wei ght being 151,4:12 pounds.
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1.5.2	 Vacuum Vessel Heads
Iff7
Each	 Of	 the	 heads	 w111	 be divided	 into	 three	 pieces	 for	 Shipment	 to
the tiei0 ',wo sides
	
of	 the	 head	 will	 be	 shipped	 as	 flat	 plates
	
prepared
for fielo volkiiny.	 the	 center section	 will	 Deb	 a	 subassembly	 of	 the	 top
a n a oottom ,dates
	 Joined	 to the	 transition	 sections.	 Of	 the	 189.600
pounds	 Lit type	 304L	 stainless steel	 purchased.	 154,150	 pounds	 remain	 in
the tinisneo	 needs.
1. E',. 3	 Outlet 1uuort Boa
lne support box structure at the outlet end of the vessel contains the
pads for the main structural supports and two pads for carrying the axial
and lateral seismic loads.
	 The support box rests upon the cross beams on
which the entire magnet is rolled aside some 34 feet to perform main-
tonance on the warm bore liner.	 The weld,,tent is shop fabricated from
1-112" to Y thick plate.
A-12
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1.5.4	 Inlet Support Box
At the inlet ena , me support s ystem accommodates the shortening of the
cold mass during cooldowli. ' ; nerefore, only the two main structural sup-
port columns and one lat:-r:'. load support are included. The inlet box sub-
assembly is shorter th 	 ttie outlet box, as there are no axial load col-
umns involved.	 A	 of cylindrical shell is attached to make up the
dimension to the he l a flange.	 Tne inlet box rests upon a set of cross
beams as ooes the outlet box. The weldment is shop fabricated.
1.5.5	 Cylindrical Panels
There are .we've	 panels in the vessel, as required to accommodate
snipping restriction; ana the desirea asse:i,Uly sequence. 	 These panels are
prefabricated in the shop ana shipped to the site.	 Four long panels are
joined to make a half cylinder for the top of the vessel. Tne remaining
panels are joined with the support boxes to make the lower half of the
vessel.
.=t
material procurement affects the fabrication plans for the snelI. The
rolling of the 3/4 inch ; plate requires extra length on each piece to
secure the curvature to the joint.
A-13
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Transportation of the pieces from the mill to the shop sets a width
limitation. Shipment of the panels to the site requires dividing the
cylinder into eight long, curved panels.
The materials purchased for the shell weigh 182,343 pounds; for the
flanges, 79,539 pounds. The width of the panels shipped is 147".
1.6	 Cryogenic Stacks and Piping
The helium and nitrogen connections within the vacuum boundary will be pre-
faoricated in the shop. The piping and fittings will be joined, but the
subassemblies will be selected to provide materials for final fit-up at
the site.
1.7	 Shipment
Since the weight and size of the saddle coils exceeds normal rail
limitations, the delivery of the ETF magnet by barge and truck has been
proposed.	 The necessary detailed investigation of clearances and bridge
wei g nt limiits has not been made for this study. The experience of C-E's
traffic department in delivery of nuclear reactor components to remote
sites is the basis for the route selection and delivery estimate
included. The route involves shipment of all components from the shop on
one barge to a west coast port. From that point, the components would be
Transported to the site by special trucks. The necessary work to relocate
overneac lines and reinforce culverts and bridges as required has been
included in the packing and snipping estimate of 1,734,000.
i.8	 Site Assembly
',ost of the site work consist of assembling the parts made in the shop.
?arallel operations are permitted on the vacuum vessel assembly, the
ncgnets and superstructure and the thermal shields.	 The critical path
involves	 the magnet halves,	 superstructure,	 and	 assembly	 of	 all
components.
	
	
The C-E study did not include completion of the vacuum
A-14
system, cryogenic system, power system, controls for the magnet, or the
site testing and checkout.
In order to insert the warm bore into the assembly, a fixture has to be
used. This fixture consists of a beam around which the components are
assembled. The fixture must be over twice the length of the assembly,
in order to have its supports outboard of the assembly with the warm bore
ready for installation. A 60 inch square beam of 1" and 2" plates with a
length of 120 feet was conceived.	 During insertion of the warm bore
(181,000 pounus) the beam will deflect about 3-1/4 inches. For economy,
this beam was estimated based on carbon steel construction.	 Therefore
it must be stored well away from the magnet during operations.
Each magnet half will be attached to ring supports on each end. The ring
supports will permit orientation of the magnet for down hand welding of
most joints. Two welding crews and one beam assembly crew will work on
the assembly simultaneously for sore eight ,months.
During this time, the vacuum vessel and thermal shield subassemblies will
be joined to make up the vessel into lower and upper halves. The
mirrored mylar insulation will be attached to thh inner thermal shield
-assembly. These operations are not on the critical path.
When the magnet assembly is completed, with the helium piping and the
.ilium and nitrogen stacks attached, the assembly on the fixture will be
raised and the lower half of the vacuum vessel moved on its tracks
beneath the magnets.	 The magnet support system will be attached as the
magnet is lowered inta the vessel. 	 The outer thermal shield will be
attached to the assembly, with the superinsulation in place. The upper
vessel shell will then be attached. Lowering of the upper shell onto the
assembly is critical. The cryogenic connections are made through the
vessel head, and the final movement of the head require precise
positioning. At this time, the ragnet is released from the fixture.
The support of the fixture is changed to permit one vessel head to be
fitted and welded to the vessel shell. The fixture supports are again
changed permitting the warm bore and other closure head to be placed
,; _ M
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thereon. This assembly is supported on the fixture at each end by
adjustable, rolling supports. The assembly is carefully inserted through
the magnet, and joined to the opposite head. The final closure of the
vacuum vessel then proceeds.
After the conductor and instrumentation leads are connected to the
external wiring, the cryogen systems are connected. The vacuum vessel is
	 -
tested for leaks, and brought to specified vacuum specifications.	 The
nitrogen system is retested, and cooldown of the cold mass begun. 	 These
tests are followed by testing of the magnet and checkout of all systems.
2.0	 Cost Estimatation
Table 2-1 provides a tabulation of the estimated costs for the MHO ETF
magnet.
	
The costs for superconductor, substructure instrument and cold
mass supports were estimated by 1, T-FBNr1L.	 The total magnet costs of
$22,459,000 are in 1981 dollars without any contingencies having been
added.	 It is, of course, for a conceptual design that has not included
many of the details required for a final design. This estimate is
believed to provide an accurate base figure for requesting a project
budget.
3.0	 Critical Path Schedule
Figure 3-1 provides the preliminary critical path schedule for the MHD
ETF magnet concept. The schedule assumes that detailed design and
anal y sis of the magnet system has been completed prior to award of a
contract to fabricate.	 Three, months are provided to prepare shop
drawings of the components sufficient for material procurement. 	 The
conductor material procurement times for conductor were provided by MIT-
FB INIML.	 Those for stainless steel ire based on quotations from G. 0.
Carlson reflecting current mill capacity. The fabrication spans were a
minimum in this estimate, as is proper for critical path determinations.
The delivery of conductor became the critical path, followed by winding o`r,
_	
the coils, closing the cases, and packing for shipment.
	 Both coils are
wound simultaneously, requiring two winding fixtures.
r
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The delivery of all components by barge causes a "bottleneck". Site work
cannot proceed, except on the assembly fixtures, until all components
are delivered. At the site, the assembly of the cold mass is the
critical patch. The vacuum vessel and thermal shield subassembly work can
easily be performed during the eight months required to assemble the cold
rass.	 Assembly of the other components and testing requires the
remaining seven months.
Forty months from order placement appears to be an attainable schedule for
the design concept studied.
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ATTACHMENT B
Drawings of ETF 6 T Magnet
Components (Revised)
The following drawings show magnet components
that were revised to upgrade the design and improve
manufacturability. The manufacturing schedule and
cost estimate included in this report were based on
the revised design as shown in these drawings.
1-4700-600 Sht. 1-4
J-4700-601 Sht. 1-3
J-4700-602 Sht. 1-2
J-4700-603 Sht. 1-2
J-4700-604 S?t. 1-2
D-4700-605
D-4700-606
D-4700-607
J-4700-61. Sht. 1-3
J-4700-614 Sht. 1-3
J-4700-615 Sht. 1-4
J-4700-616 Sht. 1-2
E-4700-300
E-4700-301
E-4700-302
Vacuum Jacket Base 6 Cold Mass Ass' y.
Cold Mass Assembly
Coil Container Assembly
Coil Container & Insulation Assembly
Coil Container Weldment
Layer #2 Winding Detail
Layer #3 Winding Detail
Layer #26 Winding Detail
Outer Thermal Shield
Inner Thermal Shield
Vacuum Jacket Assembly
Service Stack Assembly
Substructure Detail, Straight
Substructure Detail, Corner
Substructure Detail, Curved
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